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The Mistress Is a Mentee 

 
 
(posted by Steven W. Baker / SteveB, Nov. 20, 2012) 
 
 
Ya, he was “All In” alright! Warning: irony ahead (and behind)! 
 
 
“General David Petraeus’s Rules for Living” by Paula Broadwell, The Daily Beast 
 
Nov. 5, 2012, (http://www.thedailybeast.com/newsweek/2012/11/04/general-david-petraeus-s-rules-for-living.html) 
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(Lessons on leadership from General David Petraeus.) 
 
1. Lead by example from the front of the formation. Take your performance personally—if you are proud to be 
average, so too will be your troops. 
 
2. A leader must provide a vision—clear and achievable “big ideas” combined in a strategic concept—and 
communicate those ideas throughout the entire organization and to all other stakeholders. 
 
3. A leader needs to give energy; don’t be an oxygen thief. 
 
4. There is an exception to every rule, standard operating procedure, and policy; it is up to leaders to determine 
when exceptions should be made and to explain why they made them. 
 
5. We all will make mistakes. The key is to recognize them and admit them, to learn from them, and to take off the 
rear view mirrors—drive on and avoid making them again. 
 
6. Be humble. The people you’ll be leading already have on-the-ground conflict experience. “Listen and learn.” 
 
7. Be a team player. “Your team’s triumphs and failures will, obviously, be yours.” Take ownership of both. 
 
8. Don’t rely on rank. If you rely on rank, rather than on the persuasiveness of your logic, the problem could be you 
and either your thinking or your communication skills. Likewise, sometimes the best ideas come from bottom-up 
information sharing (i.e., “Need to share” not “Need to know”). Use “directed telescopes” to improve situational 
awareness. 
 
9. Leaders should be thoughtful but decisive. Listen to subordinates’ input, evaluate courses of action and second- 
and third-order effects, but be OK with an “80 percent solution.” “There will be many moments when all eyes turn 
to you for a decision. Be prepared for them. Don’t shrink from them. Embrace them.” Sometimes the best move is 
the bold move. 
 
10. Stay fit to fight. Your body is your ultimate weapons system. Physical fitness for your body is essential for 
mental fitness. 
 
11. The only thing better than a little competition is a lot of competition. Set challenges for your subordinates to 
encourage them to excel. 
 
12. Everyone on the team is mission critical. Instill in your team members a sense of great self-worth—that each, at 
any given time, can be the most important on the battlefield. 
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20121119-01 03:51 Tom Video: “Call Me Maybe - Troops vs. Cheerleaders” 

 
Video: “Call Me Maybe - Troops vs. Cheerleaders” (http://www.military.com/video/forces/humor/call-me-maybe-
troops-vs-cheerleaders/1964153798001/) 
 
You really got to give these guys credit, watch how the troops match the cheerleaders move for move! 
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20121119-02 04:04 Tom Cartoon: Food Stamp Program 
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20121119-04 04:20 Tom Quote: George Orwell on Journalism 

 

 
 
  



20121119-05 04:30 Tom 
Graphic: “Personal Responsibility, Self-Reliance, Self-Worth & Ethics Are of 
No Value in a Progressive America” 

 

 
 
 

20121119-06 05:28 Tom 
“Veterans Killed in Texas Train Crash Survived Gunshots, IEDs, Grenades 
in Iraq, Afghanistan” 

 
This is some tragic story… 
 
 
“Veterans Killed in Texas Train Crash Survived Gunshots, IEDs, Grenades in Iraq, Afghanistan” by AP 
 
Nov. 17, 2012, (http://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/veterans-killed-in-texas-train-crash-
survived-gunshots-ieds-grenades-in-iraq-afghanistan/2012/11/17/468c2532-308f-11e2-af17-
67abba0676e2_story.html) 
 
 
The four veterans killed when a freight train barreled into the parade float they were riding on were decorated 
military men who served on the front lines multiple times in Iraq and Afghanistan. 
 
They survived gunshots, explosions and grenade attacks that left some with brain injuries that slurred their speech 
and made it difficult to walk. 
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This combination of undated family photos provided by the Show of Support, Hunt for Heroes committee show, 

from left: Sgt. Maj. Gary Stouffer, 37; Sgt. Maj. Lawrence Boivin, 47; Army Sgt. Joshua Michael, 34, and Sgt. Maj. 
William Lubbers, 43, four veterans killed when a parade float they were riding on was struck by a freight train at a 

crossing Thursday, Nov. 15, 2012, in Midland, Texas. 
 
One had a wife back home battling cancer while he fought through a brain injury in Iraq after an improved 
explosive device hit his truck. 
 
Another was starting a new career with a defense contractor after more than two decades of military service. 
 
They were husbands and fathers. Soldiers and a Marine. And they made sacrifices for those they loved, including at 
least one who died after pushing his wife to safety. 
 
The men had traveled to Midland, Texas, from all over the country for a hunting trip organized to honor their 
service and to spend a weekend with those who would understand them best — their fellow veterans. 
 
Here’s a look at them, compiled from interviews with friends and family, along with autobiographies they wrote for 
the website of Show of Support, the group that organized the parade and hunting trip. 
 
Continue reading at The Washington Post… 
 
 

20121119-07 11:04 SteveG “Hard Questions, Tough Answers with Yossi Alpher: The War in Gaza” 

 
“Hard Questions, Tough Answers with Yossi Alpher: The War in Gaza” by Americans for Peace Now 
 
Nov. 19, 2012, 
(http://www.peacenow.org/entries/special_edition_hard_questions_tough_answers_with_yossi_alpher_-
_november_19_2012#.UKqf24d9Iig) 
 
In a Special Edition of “Hard Questions, Tough Answers”, Yossi Alpher tackles why Israel chose the current timing 
to respond with a major military campaign to rocket attacks from Gaza; why Hamas does not take into 
consideration that Israel has a much stronger military capacity; whether Egypt and the international community are 
working for a ceasefire; what positions Israel and Hamas are presenting to all these mediators regarding ceasefire 
conditions and if these demands are achievable; whether Hamas military leader Ahmed Jaabari should  have been 
targeted in Israel's opening salvo; how this operation is different in objectives and its operational profile from the 
Second Lebanon War in summer 2006 and Cast Lead in 2008-9; whether Hezbollah and Syria are connected to the 
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current Gaza war; does he feel pessimistic about the long-term effect of anything Israel does against Hamas; and 
where do Israelis seem to feel this is going? 
 
Readers are also referred to two op-eds by Yossi Alpher published since the war began and available at the 
following links: 
 

http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2012/11/14/strategic-dimensions-of-attacking-gaza.html. 
 
http://www.nytimes.com/pages/opinion/global/index.html. 

 
Q: Why did Israel choose the current timing to respond with a major military campaign to rocket attacks from 
Gaza? Had there been a significant increase in those attacks? 
 
A: In recent months Hamas, after long abdicating the rocket firing to Islamic Jihad and various Salafists, again took 
the lead in attacking Israel. Not just by rockets, but also through attacks on and through the green line fence into 
Israel. Some 800 rockets were fired at Israel during 2012 prior to the Israeli response. Repeated Israeli warnings 
and threats directed toward Hamas were ignored. That's why this campaign is directed specifically at Hamas and its 
military leadership. 
 
The timing of Israel's response probably also has something to do with Israeli elections, though no government 
minister will acknowledge this. The situation in southern Israel was becoming unbearable for one million people, 
and both Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu and Defense Minister Ehud Barak undoubtedly saw this as a political 
liability with elections near. Nor could they postpone this until too close to elections, lest that too become a liability. 
 
Another rationale for the timing could be to place the PLO initiative for United Nations General Assembly 
recognition, scheduled for Nov. 29, in a different perspective. PLO Chairman Mahmoud Abbas (Abu Mazen) is asking 
the UN for recognition of a state that includes Gaza, yet he obviously does not control Gaza. Gaza is a warlike quasi-
state attacking Israeli civilians--the very opposite of the Palestinian Authority under Abbas. 
 
Q: But if Hamas is launching or consenting to the attacks on Israel, why does it not take into consideration that 
Israel has a much stronger military capacity? Even with new varieties of rockets, Hamas will never match Israel's 
capacity to wreak destruction on the Gaza quasi-state. 
 
A: Of course Hamas knows Israel is stronger. But it also knows that Israel won't take the one measure that would 
close Hamas down once and for all: re-conquering the Gaza Strip, thereby angering the entire world and placing 
nearly two million civilians under direct Israeli rule. Hamas also likes to play the underdog--guerilla or "resistance" 
style. It has tens of thousands of cheap rockets to attack the Israeli civilian population. And its fighters ostensibly 
do not fear martyrdom. 
 
But most of all, Hamas feels empowered to challenge Israel by the tacit support of the Muslim Brotherhood in 
Egypt. Hamas--the Palestinian Muslim Brotherhood--sees itself, not without reason, as the vanguard of the rise to 
power of the Brotherhood in the Arab Middle East by democratic vote. Hamas won its vote in early 2006, then took 
over Gaza by force in mid-2007. Hamas expects its fellow Brothers, led by Egypt, to support it as it fights "their" 
war. It has been trying for months to persuade Egypt to recognize Gaza as an independent or quasi-independent 
Palestinian state and to shower economic and military aid on it. But Egypt--even Egypt under the Muslim 
Brotherhood--is wary of taking on Gaza as a protectorate and, in effect, releasing Israel of its "responsibilities" 
toward the Palestinians. 
 
In this sense, this little war is very much about Egypt. Israel and the United States are testing whether Egypt under 
the Brotherhood will behave responsibly and opt for peace and quiet by demanding of Hamas a ceasefire, so the 
Egyptian leadership can set about collecting the billions of dollars it needs to keep Egypt afloat economically. Hamas 
is testing to what extent Egypt will back it up with threats against Israel, possibly even by radically downgrading 
relations with Israel. On Saturday, Egyptian PM Kandil led a delegation into Gaza, where he offered lavish verbal 
support but promised only medical supplies. He apparently also began discussing a ceasefire. 
 
Q: Indeed, aren't Egypt and the international community working for a ceasefire? 

http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2012/11/14/strategic-dimensions-of-attacking-gaza.html
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A: The Egyptians, Turks, Qataris and Hamas met on Cairo in Sunday precisely toward this end. According to some 
reports, a senior Israeli official was also there. All four of these Muslim actors, it should be noted, represent the 
vanguard of political Islam in the Middle East. The Turks and Qataris aren't Muslim Brothers but are close to the 
movement, with the Turks casting themselves as a role model for Arab regimes and Qatar using its purse-strings to 
play an independent role that has lately included a royal visit to Gaza and generous financial aid. 
 
Israel and Egypt are also in close touch with the Obama administration and European leaders regarding a ceasefire. 
President Obama has reportedly placed heavy pressure on Egypt's President Morsi to rein in Hamas. France's 
foreign minister was in Israel today. And United Nations Secretary General Ban ki-Moon is scheduled to arrive in 
Israel on Tuesday. All are apparently urging Netanyahu to avoid a ground war in favor of a quick ceasefire. 
 
Q: What positions are Israel and Hamas presenting to all these mediators regarding ceasefire conditions? 
 
A: Broadly speaking, Israel wants a verifiable Hamas commitment to cease all attacks from Gaza--meaning to police 
other, more extreme organizations' activities as well as its own--and close down its arms importing and indigenous 
arms production projects. Hamas reportedly wants an end to all aspects of the Israeli blockade of the Strip as well 
as an end to Israeli preventive security measures on the Gaza side of the border fence. Presumably, both Israel and 
Hamas are making security and other demands on Egypt as well. And each side wants to end up in a situation 
where it proclaims victory. 
 
Q: Are these demands achievable? 
 
A: Israel is backing up its demands with escalation. Most recently, it expanded its list of targets for air and naval 
attacks to include Hamas government institutions (after Hamas fired a rocket in the direction of Jerusalem and 
Hamas leader Ismail Haniyeh claimed they were aiming for the Knesset) as well as rocket-firing positions and other 
military institutions placed by Hamas deliberately in the midst of the Gazan civilian population. By Sunday, Israel 
was calling up large numbers of reserves and threatening a ground operation. 
 
Hamas was responding with rockets and bravado. Morale appeared to be high in Gaza, uplifted by clips of Tel 
Avivians running for cover (and reflecting a fundamental misunderstanding of what makes Israel tick; but that's 
another story). If matters continue this way, at some point, inevitably, a large number of Gazan civilians could 
become casualties, thus embarrassing Israel and bringing down upon it heavy regional and international pressure. 
 
Hence it's almost certain that at the end of the day, one way or another, this will end in yet another limited 
ceasefire that falls short of both sides' aspirations. 
 
Q: Some Israelis argue that Hamas military leader Ahmed Jaabari should not have been targeted in Israel's opening 
salvo; that he was engaged in an attempt to achieve a long-term ceasefire and was a figure of moderation. 
 
A: Obviously, if you oppose the entire notion of targeted assassination with its heavy moral ramifications, the 
Hamas military leader should not have been targeted. But a succession of Israeli (and American) governments have 
adopted this tactic and consider it both effective and acceptable in wartime. As for Jaabari himself, even as he was 
ostensibly involved in ceasefire discussions he was sponsoring escalated Hamas attacks on Israeli civilians and 
building up a murderous arsenal for use against Israeli civilians. In my view, he was fair game and his death a 
genuine blow to Hamas. 
 
Q: Apropos the likely outcome, how is this operation, dubbed Pillar of Cloud or Pillar of Defense, different in its 
objectives and its operational profile from the two previous IDF offensives against neighboring non-state actors, the 
Second Lebanon War in summer 2006 and Cast Lead in 2008-9? 
 
A: Apropos the names of the operation, note that Pillar of Cloud is a murky name reminiscent of the biblical "pillar 
of fire", while Pillar of Defense is a more PR-conscious name for use by Israeli public diplomacy. So far, "Pillar" has 
avoided use of ground forces or artillery, obviously in the hope of reducing highly problematic Palestinian civilian 
casualties. Air force bombing and rocketing techniques, especially by drones, have been refined admirably toward 
that same end. 



 
This operation, accordingly, opened with the targeted assassination of a single prominent Hamas military figure, 
Jaabari, whereas Cast Lead opened with a kind of "shock and awe" approach that featured a controversial attack on 
a parade of Hamas civilian police. Both Pillar of Defense and the Second Lebanon War opened with a largely 
successful attempt by the Israel Air Force to eliminate the enemy's stores of long-range rockets so as to limit to the 
greatest extent possible the geographic extent of the enemy's rocket offensive. 
 
Another difference concerns war aims. Cast Lead of 2008-9 was presented to the Israeli public on several occasions 
as an attempt to eliminate Hamas rule from Gaza. This corresponded with the declared aim of the economic 
blockade of Gaza that began in 2007. Not just the Kadima government of the day harbored these aims; prominent 
Labor supporters from the political left at one point petitioned Prime Minister Ehud Olmert and Defense Minister 
Barak to go all the way, re-conquer Gaza and reinstall the PLO in power there (at the tip of Israeli bayonets, 
thereby totally discrediting the PLO) in the hope of facilitating a peace process. 
 
Now, war aims are ostensibly more realistic. Accordingly to Barak, then as now defense minister, the objective this 
time is to cease rocket fire, eliminate Hamas militants and weaponry, and protect Israeli civilians. In other words, 
Hamas can remain as long as it stops attacking Israelis. Personally, I doubt that under current circumstances even 
these objectives can be attained and maintained over any period of time. 
 
On the truly positive side, this operation takes place under the "cover" of the Iron Dome anti-rocket missile system, 
which has effectively reduced Hamas' capacity to really hurt the Israeli civilian rear. This gives IDF war planners 
breathing room, relatively free of public pressure, to try to achieve their objectives. Accordingly, it may be said to 
actually relieve the IDF of the need to attack aggressively and seek retribution for Israeli losses. 
 
Amir Peretz, who was minister of defense during the Second Lebanon War and bore much of the criticism for that 
campaign's seeming failure, deserves great credit for having insisted on developing Iron Dome to protect Israeli 
civilians from rocket attack despite the opposition of the traditional security community with its emphasis on offense 
rather than defense. Peretz, former mayor of Sderot and former head of the Histadrut labor union, showed how a 
"civilian" defense minister with a strong socio-economic background can see things differently, to the benefit of the 
overall war effort. And two American presidents, Bush 43 and Obama, deserve credit for having helped finance the 
Iron Dome project. 
 
One final and ironic comparison: the Second Lebanon War, waged by Peretz and PM Ehud Olmert, was roundly 
criticized in Israel for its indecisive outcome, with Hezbollah, Iran, and the Arab public trumpeting claims of victory 
over Israel. Yet since that war ended more than six years ago, Hezbollah has not lifted a finger to attack Israel--an 
apparent tribute to the deterrent success of Israel's war effort. In contrast, Cast Lead was seen as a triumph that 
rehabilitated Israel's deterrent profile. Yet its deterrent effect lasted barely a few months. Of course the two 
movements, Hezbollah and Hamas, are different entities operating under very different circumstances, particularly 
with regard to the "Arab spring": Hezbollah supports Syria in opposing the wave of Sunni Islamist revolution; 
Hamas is part of that wave. 
 
Q: Apropos Hezbollah and Syria, are they connected to the current Gaza war? 
 
A: Neither Syria nor Hezbollah has in any way intimated they would intervene to support Hamas. Here it's helpful to 
recall that Hamas has, in recent months, broken with Syria and Iran and moved into the triumphant Muslim 
Brotherhood orbit with its fellow Sunnis. Palestinian Islamic Jihad, which is also firing rockets from Gaza and at 
times opposes Hamas' weak attempts to exercise control over it, does retain links to Iran and Syria. But PIJ is not a 
major factor and the only relevant question connected with it is whether and when Hamas will behave in Gaza like 
the sovereign it aspires to be and take control over all aggressors there. 
 
All in all, at the regional level, the current Gaza conflict is about how the emerging Muslim Brotherhood leadership 
in Gaza, Egypt and North Africa will deal with Israel. At least until now, it is not about Iran and Syria. 
 
Q: Your assessment seems to reflect a sense of pessimism regarding the long-term effect of anything Israel does 
against Hamas. 
 



A: Neither Israel nor anyone else confronting a non-state actor motivated by an extremist Islamic outlook has found 
a viable strategy for dealing with it. Look again at Barak's war objectives (above) and note that they are tactical, 
not strategic. Israel has to confront the fact that it has no effective strategy for dealing with Hamas: economic 
blockade has failed; re-occupying the Strip would be hugely counterproductive. The only strategy Israel has not 
tried is talking to Hamas, which in any case refuses to talk to Israel and proffers outlandish conditions for agreeing 
merely to a permanent ceasefire (e.g., return to Israel of five million Palestinian refugees). I don't know whether 
such a strategy of engagement, with the aim of long-term coexistence, has any chance of success, but I still feel it 
is worth a try. 
 
Note, though, that to engage Hamas directly without preconditions means abandoning the "Oslo" conditions agreed 
with the United States and European Union. It also means, in effect, telling the PLO in the West Bank, Israel's peace 
partner, that it is no longer understood to represent Gaza, thereby implying a three-state reality or solution and not 
a two-state solution. And as noted, such a gambit could very possibly fail, if only due to Hamas' out-and-out 
rejection of all the elements of peaceful recognition and coexistence established by 20 years of the Oslo process. 
 
With the spread of political Islam on Israel's borders, an attempt at engagement with Hamas may be the best one 
can hope for by way of a strategy. Obviously, Israel's political leadership, left as well as right, is not there. 
 
Q: Finally, now that rocket attacks have reached the Tel Aviv area where you live, what are your thoughts? 
 
A: First of all, civilian morale is extremely high. I've taken shelter outside my home twice, in each case ending up 
meeting interesting people for exactly two minutes and going on my way; three grandchildren in Tel Aviv appear to 
be taking this in stride. But in the Tel Aviv area, the few rocket attacks thus far are more a source of curiosity than 
anything else. In the south, the accumulated trauma of, for those closest to Gaza, 12 (!!) years of rocket attacks is 
something else entirely. Thus not surprisingly, Israelis from the northern Negev attach extremely high hopes to this 
campaign, egged on by government rhetoric to the effect that this is the war against Hamas to end all attacks 
forever. 
 
As we've seen, that is probably not a realistic aspiration. Already, after over 1,000 targets have been attacked in 
Gaza, more than 51 Palestinians and three Israelis killed, and at least 270 rockets successfully intercepted, Israelis 
are inevitably asking where this is going. 
 
 

20121119-08 11:07 Pam Re: “R.I.P., Twinkies” (reply to all, FotM Newsletter #272) 

 
My sympathies to those of you whose lives have been blighted by the demise of the Hostess Cupcake Co.  Having 
never been a fan of their sickeningly sweet, light as air, nutritionless comestibles, I don't really understand the 
alarm at its sudden end, but I feel your pain.  R.I.P., Ding Dongs. 
 
 

20121119-09 14:17 SteveG “An Open Letter to President Obama from Michael Moore” 

 
At the bottom is Michael Moore’s email – maybe he would like the Friends of the Middle… 
 
 
“An Open Letter to President Obama” by Michael Moore, MichaelMoore.com 
 
Nov. 19, 2012, (http://www.michaelmoore.com/words/mike-friends-blog/open-letter-president-obama) 
 
Dear President Obama: 
 
Good luck on your journeys overseas this week, and congratulations on decisively winning your second term as our 
president! The first time you won four years ago, most of us couldn't contain our joy and found ourselves literally in 
tears over your victory. 
 

http://www.michaelmoore.com/words/mike-friends-blog/open-letter-president-obama


This time, it was more like breathing a huge sigh of relief. But, like the smooth guy you are, you scored the highest 
percentage of the vote of any Democrat since Lyndon Johnson, and you racked up the most votes for a Democratic 
president in the history of the United States (the only one to receive more votes than you was ... you, in '08!). You 
are the first Democrat to get more than 50% of the vote twice in a row since Franklin D. Roosevelt. 
 
This was truly another historic election and I would like to take a few minutes of your time to respectfully ask that 
your second term not resemble your first term. 
 
It's not that you didn't get anything done. You got A LOT done. But there are some very huge issues that have 
been left unresolved and, dammit, we need you to get some fight in you. Wall Street and the uber-rich have been 
conducting a bloody class war for over 30 years and it's about time they were stopped. 
 
I know it is not in your nature to be aggressive or confrontational. But, please, Barack – DO NOT listen to the 
pundits who are telling you to make the "grand compromise" or move to the "center" (FYI – you're already there). 
Your fellow citizens have spoken and we have rejected the crazed ideology of this Republican Party and we insist 
that you forcefully proceed in bringing about profound change that will improve the lives of the 99%. We're done 
hoping. We want real change. And, if we can't get it in the second term of a great and good man like you, then 
really – what's the use? Why are we even bothering? Yes, we're that discouraged and disenchanted. 
 
At your first post-election press conference last Wednesday you were on fire. The way you went all "Taxi Driver" on 
McCain and company ("You talkin' to me?") was so brilliant and breathtaking I had to play it back a dozen times 
just to maintain the contact high. Jesus, that look – for a second I thought laser beams would be shooting out of 
your eyes! MORE OF THAT!! PLEASE!! 
 
In the weeks after your first election you celebrated by hiring the Goldman Sachs boys and Wall Street darlings to 
run our economy. Talk about a buzzkill that I never fully recovered from. Please – not this time. This time take a 
stand for all the rest of us – and if you do, tens of millions of us will not only have your back, we will swoop down 
on Congress in a force so large they won't know what hit them (that's right, McConnell – you're on the retirement 
list we've put together for 2014). 
 
BUT – first you have to do the job we elected you to do. You have to take your massive 126-electoral vote margin 
and just go for it. 
 
Here are my suggestions: 
 
1. DRIVE THE RICH RIGHT OFF THEIR FISCAL CLIFF 
 

The "fiscal cliff" is a ruse, an invention by the Right and the rich, to try and keep their huge tax breaks. On 
December 31, let ALL the tax cuts expire. Then, on January 1, put forth a bill that restores the tax cuts for 
98% of the public. I dare the Republicans to vote against that! They can't and they won't. As for the 
spending cuts, the 2011 agreement states that, for every domestic program dollar the Republicans want to 
cut, a Pentagon dollar must also be cut. See, you are a genius! No way will the Right vote against the 
masters of war. And if by some chance they do, you can immediately put forth legislation to restore all the 
programs we, the majority, approve of. And for God's sake, man – declare Social Security and 
Medicare/Medicaid untouchable. They're not bankrupt or anywhere near it. If the rich paid the same 
percentage of Social Security tax on their entire income – the same exact rate everyone else pays – then 
there will suddenly be enough money in Social Security to last til at least the year 2080! 

 
2. END ALL THE WARS NOW 
 

Do not continue the war in Afghanistan (a thoroughly losing proposition if ever there was one) for two full 
more years! Why should one single more person have to die FOR NO REASON? Stop it. You know it's 
wrong. Bin Laden's dead, al Qaeda is decimated and the Afghans have to work out their own problems. 
Also, end the drone strikes and other covert military activities you are conducting in Pakistan, Yemen, 
Somalia, Colombia and God knows where else. You think history is going to remember the United States as 
a great democracy? No, they're going to think of us as a nation that became addicted to war. They'll call us 



warlords. They'll say that in the 21st century America was so in need of oil that we'd kill anyone to get it. 
You know that's where this is going. This has to stop. Now. 

 
3. END THE DRUG WAR 
 

It is not only an abysmal failure, it has returned us to the days of slavery. We have locked up millions of 
African-Americans and Latinos and now fund a private prison-industrial complex that makes billions for a 
few lucky rich people. There are other ways to deal with the drugs that do cause harm – ways built around 
a sense of decency and compassion. We look like a bunch of sadistic racists. Stop it. 

 
4. DECLARE A MORATORIUM ON HOME FORECLOSURES AND EVICTIONS 
 

Millions of people are facing homelessness because of a crooked system enacted by the major banks and 
Wall Street firms. Put a pause on this and take 12 months to work out a different way (like, restructuring 
families' mortgages to reflect the true worth of their homes). 

 
5. GET MONEY OUT OF POLITICS 
 

You already know this one. The public is sick of it. Now's the time to act. 
 
6. EXPAND OBAMACARE 
 

Your health care law doesn't cover everyone. It is a cash cow for the insurance industry. Push for a single-
payer system – Medicare for All – and include dentistry and mental health. This is the single biggest thing 
you could do to reduce the country's deficit. 

 
7. RESTORE GLASS-STEAGALL 
 

You must put back all the rigid controls on Wall Street that Reagan, Clinton and the Bushes removed – or 
else we face the possibility of another, much worse, crash. If they break the law, prosecute them the way 
you currently go after whistleblowers and medical marijuana dispensaries. 

 
8. REDUCE STUDENT LOAN DEBT 
 

No 22-year-old should have to enter the real world already in a virtual debtors' prison. This is cruel and no 
other democracy does this like we do. You were right to eliminate the banks as the profit-gouging lenders, 
but now you have to bring us back to the days when you and I were of college age and a good education 
cost us little or next to nothing. A few less wars would go a long to way to being able to afford this. 

 
9. FREE BRADLEY MANNING 
 

End the persecution and prosecution of an American hero. Bush and Cheney lied to a nation to convince us 
to go to war. Manning allegedly hacked the war criminals' files and then shared them with the American 
public (and the world) so that we could learn the truth about Iraq and Afghanistan. Our history is full of 
such people who "break the law" for the greater good of humanity. Army Specialist Bradley Manning 
deserves a medal, not prison. 

 
10. ASK US TO DO SOMETHING 
 

One thing is clear: none of the above is going to happen if you don't immediately mobilize the 63,500,000 
who voted for you (and the other 40 million who are for you but didn't vote). You can't go this alone. You 
need an army of everyday Americans who will fight alongside you to make this a more just and peaceful 
nation. In your 2008 campaign, you were a pioneer in using social media to win the election. Over 15 million 
of us gave you our cell numbers or email addresses so you could send us texts and emails telling us what 
needed to be done to win the election. Then, as soon as you won, it was as if you hit the delete button. We 
never heard from you again. (Until this past year when you kept texting us to send you $25. Inspiring.) 



Whoever your internet and social media people were should have been given their own office in the West 
Wing – and we should have heard from you. Constantly. Need a bill passed? Text us and we will mobilize! 
The Republicans are filibustering? We can stop them! They won't approve your choice for Secretary of 
State? We'll see about that! You say you were a community organizer. Please – start acting like one. 

 
The next four years can be one of those presidential terms that changed the course of America. I'm sure you will 
want to be judged on how you stood up for us, restored the middle class, ended the s***ting on the poor and 
made us a friend to the rest of the world instead of a threat. You can do this. We can do it with you. All that stands 
in the way is your understandable desire to sing "Kumbaya" with the Republicans. Don't waste your breath. Their 
professed love of America is negated by their profound hatred of you. Don't waste a minute on them. Fix the sad 
mess we're in. Go back and read this month's election results. We're with you. 
 
P.S. President Obama – my cell number to text me at is 810-522-8398 and my email is 
MMFlint@MichaelMoore.com. I await my first assignment! 
 
 
[How is Michael Moore not exactly right about what Mr. Obama must do? –SteveB] 
 
 

20121119-12 15:23 Pam 
Re: “An Open Letter to President Obama from Michael Moore” (reply to 
SteveG, above) 

 
Love it! 
 
 

20121119-13 16:15 SteveB 
Re: “An Open Letter to President Obama from Michael Moore” (reply to 
SteveG, above) 

 
Maybe I’m not supposed to reveal this (though I’m keeping the email a secret), but I’m proud to report that Mr. 
Moore has subscribed to the FotM Newsletter for a long time now. I’m not sure just how long… but he has not 
contributed, so far. 
 
That is a great letter he has written, above! 
 
 

20121119-16 18:22 SteveG 
Re: “An Open Letter to President Obama from Michael Moore” (reply to 
SteveB, above) 

 
Maybe that is where he is getting a lot of his info? 
 
 

20121119-18 19:53 SteveB 
Re: “An Open Letter to President Obama from Michael Moore” (reply to 
SteveG, above) 

 
That would truly be cool... 
 
 

20121119-10 14:22 SteveG Fw: CREDO Action Petition: Macy’s vs. Medicare! 

 
from CREDO Action: 
 
From Miracle on 34th Street to the Thanksgiving Day Parade, Macy's is a powerful symbol of the holidays for many 
Americans. 
 
But this holiday season, Macy's CEO Terry Lundgren is part of a coalition of ultra-wealthy CEOs who are actively 
working to undermine the economic security of countless American families. 

mailto:MMFlint@MichaelMoore.com


 
These CEOs are lobbying Congress to cut Medicare, Medicaid and Social Security benefits (not to mention other 
important safety net programs), all to get themselves and their companies massive tax breaks. 
 
Tell Terry Lundgren, the CEO of Macy's: Stop trying to cut Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid benefits. Click 
here to automatically sign the petition. 
 
Just last month, Macy's CEO Terry Lundgren kicked off Macy's anti-Medicare advocacy by co-signing a letter to 
Congress that, as Reuters financial blogger Felix Salmon explained: 
 

....basically just says "please cut our taxes, raise taxes on everybody else, and cut the benefits they get 
from Medicare, Medicaid, and Social Security, which are programs we individually don't rely upon." It's gross 
self-interest masquerading as public statesmanship.1 

 
And the coalition of CEOs Lundgren is part of will do much more than simply write letters. According to the Christian 
Science Monitor: 
 

The CEOs will play an integral part in a post-election advocacy campaign by raising the issues of long term 
debt and deficits with members of Congress, holding town halls with their employees and the public, and 
working with members of Congress to develop policy solutions...2 

 
Tell Terry Lundgren, the CEO of Macy's, to stop trying to cut Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid benefits. Click 
here to automatically sign the petition. 
 
Macy's has spent vast amounts of money to project a brand image that's entirely incompatible with the deplorable 
actions of its CEO. And the holiday season is the worst time for the Macy's brand to be embroiled in this kind of 
controversy. So if enough of us speak out, this is a fight we can win. 
 
Tell Terry Lundgren, the CEO of Macy's, to stop trying to cut Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid benefits. Click 
below to automatically sign the petition: 
 
http://act.credoaction.com/campaign/macys_vs_medicare/?r=6990819&p=macys_vs_medicare. 
 
Thank you for speaking out. 
 
Matt Lockshin, Campaign Manager, CREDO Action from Working Assets  
 
Sources 
 
1"CEOs' Self-serving Deficit Manifesto," Reuters, 10-25-12, http://act.credoaction.com/r/?r=6990821&id=50732-
3891339-DqTDG1x&t=12. 
 
2"Fix the Debt: CEOs launch drive for 'grand bargain.' Is Washington listening?," Christian Science Monitor, 10-25-
12, http://act.credoaction.com/r/?r=6990822&id=50732-3891339-DqTDG1x&t=13. 
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20121119-11 15:02 Ben Photo: Today’s Poultry Lunch at Apple 

 
Pretty humble stuff, but tasty and nutritious.  Tacos were chickpea (!) and chicken (no beef today) and the box 
contains necessary wadding and a slug of picante.  Great book, layers of subtlety interwoven with over-the-top 
bizarreness. 
 

 
Taco Taco Chips (chicken, chickpea, corn) 

 
 

20121119-14 17:03 MarthaH “Lee Atwater and the GOP's Race Problem” (w/ Video) 

 
“Lee Atwater and the GOP's Race Problem” by Jonathan Weiler, Huffington Post 
 
Nov. 14, 2012, (http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jonathan-weiler/legendary-gop-strategist-_b_2132029.html) 
 
Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=X_8E3ENrKrQ. 
 
It has been the stuff of legend for years now -- an interview that canonized GOP political consultant Lee Atwater 
gave while he was working in the Reagan White House in 1981. In that sit-down, Atwater explained how the 
Republican Party had so successfully executed the "Southern Strategy" of convincing large numbers of Southern 
Whites to vote Republican while navigating a new world in which overt prejudice was no longer politically viable. 
How? By replacing formerly overtly racist appeals, embodied in the n-word (which, Atwater noted, "you can't say" 
anymore) with coded language instead. These coded appeals -- "dog-whistles" -- whether about busing or, even 
more "abstract," as Atwater put it, things like tax cuts and other economic issues, would have the effect of "hurting 
blacks worse than whites," appealing to the constituencies the GOP was trying to attract, all while affording the 
party plausible deniability with respect to racism. 
 
Now the full interview, 42 minutes long, has been unearthed by James Carter IV, who dug up the Romney 47 
percent tape. As Rick Perlstein wrote over in The Nation today in describing the release of the tape, since first being 
highlighted in a column by Bob Herbert in the New York Times in 2005, Atwater's "n-gger, n-gger, n-gger" quote 
has emerged as a kind of Rosetta Stone for unlocking the political language the American right has been using for 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jonathan-weiler/legendary-gop-strategist-_b_2132029.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=X_8E3ENrKrQ


decades to siphon off white voters, especially in the South, from their formerly traditional home in the Democratic 
Party. 
 
One of the striking facts about the just-completed presidential campaign was the degree to which the GOP barely 
concerned itself with dressing up its appeals in the kinds of camouflaged terms about which Atwater spoke. These 
included Rick Santorum's unprompted comments about Blacks and welfare in Iowa in January (which he later tried 
to dodge by insisting he'd said "blah people"), the Romney campaign's baseless and ongoing insistence that the 
Obama administration was getting ready to end the work requirements for welfare and repeated over-the-top 
diatribes from high-profile surrogates, including former New Hampshire Governor and Chief of Staff to President 
George H. W. Bush, John Sununu (Obama's "lazy and "not that bright,") and former Speaker Newt Gingrich. Of all 
the racist pabulum that spewed forth this election season, one eruption stood out. In late September, Gingrich (who 
has arguably done as much as anyone to try to nationalize the Southern Strategy), told Fox News: 
 

You have to wonder what he's doing... I'm assuming that there's some rhythm to Barack Obama that the 
rest of us don't understand. Whether he needs large amounts of rest, whether he needs to go play 
basketball for a while or watch ESPN, I mean, I don't quite know what his rhythm is, but this is a guy 
that is a brilliant performer as an orator, who may very well get reelected at the present date, and who, 
frankly, he happens to be a partial, part-time president. 

 
Get it? 
 
Since election day, the standard explanation for the Republican Party's defeat is that they could not overcome their 
growing demographic problem. In a country that is becoming increasingly non-white, you cannot afford to virtually 
disqualify yourself among those growing groups of voters and remain viable in presidential elections. One key take-
away from Atwater's comments has long been to highlight what Tali Mendelberg, in The Race Card, observed was 
the power of implicit appeals to people's prejudices. She argued that when confronted with direct expressions of 
racism, most folks would recoil at the notion that they themselves were susceptible to such messaging. But if 
racially charged arguments could be concealed in some way, they would be much more powerful and effective in 
winning votes. 
 
The apotheosis of this approach was the Atwater-run Bush campaign of 1988, when Atwater tried to make a 
convicted killer, Willie Horton, Michael Dukakis' "running mate." Since then, though, Democrats have won the 
popular vote five times in the past six presidential elections. For the past four years, significant swaths of the 
American right went well beyond aggressively attacking the president's policy agenda, convinced that Obama was 
an implacable enemy of America, a foreign-born, anti-colonial socialist, a Muslim or terrorist sympathizer, or all of 
the above. This feeding frenzy did not go unnoticed. In too many ways, the GOP of 2012 could not plausibly 
deny that which has become too plain to ignore -- that it is the party of antipathy to difference and 
social change. And it will take more than clever insights into the ways in which people can delude themselves 
about their own prejudices to overcome that brand. 
 
 

20121119-15 18:18 SteveG “10 Reasons the GOP Is Really Messed Up -- According to Republicans” 

 
Only ten reasons? 
 
 
“10 Reasons the GOP Is Really Messed Up -- According to Republicans” by Adele M. Stan, AlterNet 
 
Nov. 18, 2012, (http://www.alternet.org/news-amp-politics/10-reasons-gop-really-messed-according-republicans) 
 
(It's too right-wing. Or not conservative enough. It could be the contempt for voters, or being the Party of Stupid. 
One thing's for sure: Everybody hates Karl Rove.) 
 
Just as the Republican Party might have contemplated an end to its wound-licking (the better to gin up its scandal-
making machine for President Barack Obama’s second term), vanquished Republican presidential candidate Mitt 
Romney proved to be -- for liberals, at least -- the gift that keeps on giving. 

http://www.alternet.org/news-amp-politics/10-reasons-gop-really-messed-according-republicans


 
The president, Romney told a group of campaign donors on a November 14 conference call, won re-election by 
promising free stuff to his homeboys and women’s libbers and brown people who inconveniently declined to self-
deport -- or words to that effect. 
 
“What the president -- president's campaign did was focus on certain members of his base coalition, give them 
extraordinary financial gifts from the government,” Romney told his fat cats, apparently unaware that reporters 
were listening in. Soon that particular cat leapt out of the proverbial bag, and it was the 47 percent all over again -- 
offering a vision of the majority of the electorate that voted for Obama as a bunch of moochers. The one difference, 
of course, was that no longer the party’s presidential contender, Romney learned that Republicans were free to kick 
him to the curb, which they did with steel-toed boots. 
 
In the Los Angeles Times, Morgan Little wrote that within two short weeks, Romney went from being the party’s 
standard-bearer to being “a punching bag for fellow Republicans...” 
 
The effect of Romney’s remarks was to extend for a second week the rounds of public ruminations by Republicans, 
via the Sunday talk shows, on what went wrong in the presidential election that Republicans were so certain they 
were poised to win. The Grand Old Party not only lost, but lost big among key demographics, including Latinos, 71 
percent of whom voted for Obama, and unmarried women, 68 percent of whom voted for the president. 
 
Here’s a sampling of 10 reasons given by some of the Republican Party’s leading lights -- including Karl Rove, Newt 
Gingrich and Meghan McCain -- and why the party failed so miserably, and what it needs to do in order to make a 
comeback. 
 
1. Bobby Jindal: G.O.P. = “the stupid party” 
 

The Republican governor of Louisiana made a grand show of great offense at Romney’s remarks, stating 
such offense in multiple media outlets over the course of several days, and with a flourish on “Fox News 
Sunday”, where Jindal’s consternation seemed as much focused on the bad politics of the Romney 
comments as it was on the contempt shown by the nominee for everyday Americans. On Fox, Jindal’s 
segment (which also featured Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker) was set up with a snippet of video featuring 
Jindal saying: “We've got to stop being the stupid party. You know what I mean by that. Certainly, we need 
to stop making stupid comments.” 
 
Interviewed by host Chris Wallace, Jindal elaborated: 

 
If we want people to like us, we have to like them first. And, you don't start to like people by 
insulting them and saying their votes were bought. We are an aspirational party. 
 
Let the Democratic Party be the party that says demography is destiny, that says we are going to 
divide people by race, by gender, by class. We as a Republican Party, believe our conservative 
principles are good for every single voter. It's not just a marketing campaign. It's not just having 
better PR folks. We're going to go and convince and fight for every single vote, showing them we 
are the party for the middle class, upward mobility. We don't start winning majorities and winning 
elections by insulting our voters. 

 
2. Lindsey Graham: “We’re in a big hole,” and Romney keeps digging. 
 

When he’s not busy trying to turn the Benghazi tragedy into a scandal, the U.S. senator from South Carolina 
apparently spends his down time trying to figure out how to fix his own party. Appearing on NBC’s “Meet 
the Press” on Sunday, Graham offered a laundry list of things the Republicans had gotten wrong -- including 
anti-immigration rhetoric and the scapegoating of the poor. From the “MTP” transcript: 

 
SEN. GRAHAM:  We’re in a big hole.  We’re not getting out of it by comments like that.  When you’re 
in a hole, stop digging.  He keeps digging.  The Hispanic community, 71 percent voted for President 
Obama, and they’re all disappointed in President Obama.  There’s high unemployment among the 



Hispanic community.  President Obama did not embrace comprehensive immigration reform like he 
promised.  But they voted for him because he’s a lesser of two evils. Self-deportation being pushed 
by Mitt Romney hurt our chances.  We’re in a death spiral with Hispanic voters because of rhetoric 
around immigration. 

 
Earlier this week, Sen. Marco Rubio, R-Fla., made a trip to Iowa, home of the infamous caucuses that kick 
off the presidential campaign season, to lay down his marker on what will likely become the G.O.P. position 
on immigration reform. “People understand that we need to do something to address these issues, and we 
need to do it in a reasonable and responsible way,” Rubio told Politico. 
 
But Graham’s critique of Romney and the G.O.P. agenda didn’t end with the DREAM Act or border security. 
Graham went on to slam the party for targeting the poor. He said: 

 
You know, people can be on public assistance and scheme the system.  That’s real.  And these 
programs are teetering on bankruptcy.  But most people…on public assistance don’t have a 
character flaw. They just have a tough life.  I want to create more jobs and the focus should be on 
how to create more jobs, not demonize those who find themselves in hard times. Our party can 
adjust. Conservatism is an asset. But rhetoric like this keeps digging a hole for the Republican Party 
and if we don’t stop digging, we’re never going to get out of it. 

 
But, as Michael Tomasky points out at the Daily Beast, it's hard to see how any truly "conservative" proposal 
could help those struggling to stay economically afloat. From voucherizing Medicare to privatizing Social 
Security, the G.O.P. agenda adds up to a life on the economic margins for all but the well-off, and any 
philosophical retreat from such plans leaves Republicans with little to distinguish them from conservative 
Democrats. 

 
3. Bill Kristol: “We have a huge middle class problem.” 
 
The Weekly Standard editor and opinionator got himself into some hot water with fellow right-wingers on November 
11 when, in that earlier appearance on “Fox News Sunday”, he suggested that Republicans needed to accept that 
Obama had something of a mandate, and that maybe the world wouldn’t end if millionaires were made to pay a 
higher tax rate than they currently do. 
 
A week later, Kristol showed no sign of backing down, though he did suggest that a minor increase on tax rates for 
millionaires should be part of a small, stop-gap deal to avoid the automatic spending cuts set to go into effect 
January 1 if Congress doesn’t act, and then negotiate a larger tax-reform deal later on. From the “FNS” transcript 
for the November 11 show: 

 
I think we have a huge middle class problem. There, the particular nominee Republicans had was, 
you know, unfortunate in that respect. Four years after a huge Wall Street crisis, you nominate 
someone from Wall Street. 
 
But I think honest debate, fresh thinking -- leadership in the Republican Party and the leadership in 
the conservative movement has to pull back, let people float new ideas. Let's have a serious debate. 
Don't scream and yell what one person says. You know what? It won't kill the country if we raise 
taxes a little bit on millionaires. It really won't, I don't think. 
 
I don't really understand why Republicans don't take Obama's offer to raise taxes for everyone 
below $250,000... 

 
4. Newt Gingrich: Romney “insult[ed] all Americans.” 
 

In an interview with KLRU in Austin, Texas, former House speaker and Romney rival Newt Gingrich got his 
digs in on Romney, and implied that the GOP needed to stop insulting potential voters -- a pretty novel idea 
coming from a guy, as digby notes, who, throughout the presidential campaign, referred to Obama as “the 
food stamp president.” 



 
During the interview with reporter Evan Smith, Gingrich states that it wasn’t just Latinos and blacks Romney 
that Obama won, but Asian-Americans, as well -- so, if I'm reading Gingrich correctly, he's saying it can’t 
just be the food stamps. But the former speaker doesn’t stop there: He goes on to knock Romney and his 
billionaire superPAC donors (at least one of whom, Sheldon Adelson, began the 2012 campaign as Gingrich’s 
billionaire superPac donor), suggesting that Romney would have spent their money more wisely had he just 
used it to buy votes more directly. From the transcript, via Hullabaloo: 

 
NEWT GINGRICH: This is the hardest working and most successful ethnic group in America, okay. 
They ain’t into gifts. Second, it’s an insult to all Americans. It reduces us to economic entities who 
have no passion, no idealism, no dreams, no philosophy, and if it had been that simple, my question 
would have been “Why didn’t you out-bid him?” 
 
EVAN SMITH: Right, “You had the money…” you could be in the gift-giving business if you had 
elected to be. 
 
NEWT GINGRICH: He had enough billionaire supporters that if buying the electorate was the key, he 
could have got all of his super PAC friends together and said, “Don’t buy ads, give gifts.” It’d be like 
the northwest Indians who have gift giving ceremonies. He could have gone town by town and said, 
“Come here and let me give you gifts. Here are Republican gifts.” They could have an elephant 
coming in with gifts on it. 

 
5. Raul Labrador: Republicans are defending big business, which loves big government. 
 

While the bigger-deal mouthpieces of the Grand Old Party are suddenly paying lip service to the struggles of 
the middle class and the dignity of the poor, the Idaho congressman goes one step further, calling out his 
Republican brethren for their love of big business. Displaying his neo-libertarian streak, Rep. Raul Labrador, 
as part of the November 18 “Meet the Press” roundtable segment, suggested that the party’s problem is 
that it just talks the small-government, no-handout game, but when it comes to corporations, government 
and subsidies rule. And voters don’t like that, he said. 
 
The issue with Romney, according to Labrador, is that he wasn’t really a conservative, and was not 
convincing trying to play one on TV. 
 
From the “MTP” transcript: 

 
I think the problem that Romney had throughout the campaign is that he couldn’t talk about 
conservatism like conservatives talk. As I heard somebody say, he talked about conservatism as if it 
was a second language to him. We ...believe in small government, but we also believe in the 
individual. There are too many Republicans here in Washington, D.C., and they are actually 
defending big business. They are defending the rich. I didn’t become a Republican to defend the 
rich.  And what we need to understand is that big business loves big government, because they get 
all the goodies from big government.  They get ...less competition.  The more that government 
grows, the more that big business actually benefits from the tax code and from the regulations... 

 
6. Peggy Noonan: A kinder, gentler Tea Party needed. 
 

On the November 11 edition of CBS News’ “Face the Nation”, former Bush 41 speechwriter Peggy Noonan 
fingered the Tea Party movement as the G.O.P.’s true nemesis, even though she contends that the 
movement was useful, up to a point. (Noonan is now a columnist for Rupert Murdoch’s Wall Street Journal.) 
Her remarks rankled the Tea Party-heads at Glenn Beck’s The Blaze, and Tucker Carlson’s The Daily Caller. 
Noonan’s remarks on “Tea Party rage,” from the “FTN” transcript: 

 
I think the Tea Party is going to have to look at itself. It's been so helpful to the Republican Party in 
the past. It saved it by not going third party in 2010, helping the Republicans sweep the House. But 
the Tea Party-style of rage is not one that wins over converts and makes people lean toward them 



and say, “I want to listen to you.” I think a friendly persuasion has to begin now from the 
Republican Party to the people of the United States. 

 
7. Ralph Benko: GOP’s “Bush Mandarins” ran from Reagan agenda. 
 

Could it be Peggy Noonan whom Benko, a champion of returning U.S. currency to the gold standard, had in 
mind when he penned his take on his party’s woes for Forbes -- a magazine run by a Republican 
presidential also-ran? (Steve Forbes’ 1996 and 2000 primary campaigns focused on the notion of a flat tax, 
in which the same rate would apply to store clerks and billionaires alike.) 
 
Benko's prescription for the restoration of the Republican Party to all its Reaganesque glory was music to 
the ears of Richard Viguerie, a godfather of the religious right, and the direct-mail kingpin once jokingly 
known as Reagan's postmaster general. Viguerie loudly touted the Benko article, "The End Of The Karl Rove 
Death Grip Signals A Reagan Renaissance," on Viguerie's own ConservativeHQ Web site. 

 
The enormity of (and surprise at) the defeat of Romney is a huge setback — and perhaps fatal — to 
the Bush Mandarins’ hegemony over the GOP. If so, the potential re-ascendency of the Reagan wing 
of the GOP will prove very bad news for liberals and excellent news for the Republican Party. The 
Reagan wing now can resurge. A resurgence already has begun. 

 
8. Mike Murphy: Demographics add up to “an existential crisis for the Republican Party” 
 

At least as famous for his punditry as for his political consulting prowess, Mike Murphy -- who worked on 
Mitt Romney’s successful gubernatorial campaign in Massachusetts -- is not mincing words. The G.O.P. is 
doomed because, he said on the November 18 edition of “Meet the Press”, “We don’t know how to win.” 
And some of the problem there, by Murphy’s own estimation, is that, unlike him, a lot of Republican political 
consultants are not so great. (Are you listening Karl Rove?) From the MTP transcript: 

 
MR. MURPHY:  Look, there’s a huge donor revolt going on. I mean, we have now lost the popular 
vote in five of the last six presidential elections.  This is an existential crisis for the Republican Party, 
and we have to have a brutal discussion about it.  We alienate young voters because of gay 
marriage, we have a policy problem. We alienate Latinos -- the fastest growing voter group in the 
country -- because of our fetish with so-called amnesty when we should be for a path to 
immigration. And we have lost our connection to middle-class economics. We also have an operative 
class and unfortunately lot of which is incompetent. We don’t know how to win. So, this isn’t about 
new software in the basement of the RNC. It’s not about a few Spanish language radio ads. It’s a 
fundamental rethink that begins with policy because the country is changing and if we don’t 
modernize conservatism, we can go extinct. The numbers are the numbers. 

 
9. Karl Rove: The ground game sucked, and consultants made too much money. (Seriously.) 
 

Perhaps the biggest loser in election 2012 -- aside from Romney himself -- is Karl Rove, former presidential 
aide to George W. Bush, and the man who engineered Bush’s 2000 and 2004 electoral strategy. Since 
leaving government life, Rove has been doing double-duty as both the sugar-daddy front-man for American 
Crossroads and Crossroads GPS -- the big campaign machine designed, in the post Citizens United world, to 
funnel tons of money into advertising and other services that ultimately support Republican candidates. 
 
Rove famously melted down before the Fox News television cameras on election night when, in the midst of 
doing his moonlighting gig as a Fox commentator, he refused to accept the results of the Obama 
campaign’s win in Ohio, where the G.O.P. pulled out all the stops to make voting difficult for people likely to 
pull the lever for the president. 
 
Now Rove is trying to explain away why the $390 million forked over by the 1 percent and funneled through 
Rove’s outfits bought, well, not much of anything. But for every media buy Rove’s organizations made, 
political consultants got a cut, and Rove acts as though he had no control over the payment structure. 
 



As Lucy Madison writes at CBSNews.com: 
 

Rove, who essentially created the model for post-Citizens United outside donor groups - or so-called 
"super PACs" - with American Crossroads, the group he co-founded, also conceded that super PAC 
money could have been more effectively spent in the 2012 campaign. He argued that too much of 
that money had gone to consultants, not targets. 
 
Rove's group certainly did not produce the kind of financial return for which it had aimed: According 
to a study by the Sunlight Foundation just 1.29 percent of the nearly $104 million American 
Crossroads spent in the general election ended up going to a winning race. 

 
Kevin Drum, writing at his Mother Jones blog, notes the irony: 
 

If conservative billionaires are looking for something else to be mad about, I'd recommend the 
Romney campaign's apparent habit of paying about 50 percent more for TV spots than the Obama 
campaign. That helped line the pockets of the consultants who both recommended the buys and got 
the commissions for placing the spots, but it didn't do much to win the election. 
 
In the end, it turned out that one side ran its campaign like a business, while the other side ran its 
like a local PTA. Ironically, it was the ex-community organizer who did the former and the ex-CEO of 
Bain Capital who did the latter. 

 
But, wait -- it gets even better. Rove goes on to complain that the G.O.P. ground game just wasn’t up to 
snuff. As Madison notes, Rove, writing in his November 7 Wall Street Journal column, opined: 
 

Tactically, Republicans must rigorously re-examine their '72-hour' ground game and reverse-
engineer the Democratic get-out-the-vote effort in order to copy what works. For example, a 
postelection survey shows that the Democratic campaign ground game was more effective in 
communicating negative information. It would be good to know why -- and how to counter such 
tactics in the future. 

 
(Note the use of the third person, as if Rove himself were not a Republican strategist.) 
 
That whole reverse-engineering thing? Rove’s old buddy, Ralph Reed, was supposed to be doing just that 
for the G.O.P. through his Faith and Freedom Coalition, which was believed to have had a budget of tens of 
millions for the express purpose of applying Obama-style high-tech turnout strategies to drive socially 
conservative voters to the polls. 
 
After the 2008 election, Reed told a conference of activists last June, he “felt like I had been hit by a truck,” 
and vowed “never to get out-hustled on the ground again.” Out-hustled he was, but for every microtargeted 
communication and fancy app employed by Faith and Freedom Coalition, you can bet a consultant took a 
cut. 
 
So maybe Reed felt like his was run over by a tank on Nov. 7, 2012 -- or maybe he just repaired to his $2 
million home in Duluth, Ga., and slept soundly. 

 
10. Meghan McCain: Karl Rove sucks. 
 

McCain, daughter of Arizona senator and 2008 Republican presidential nominee John McCain, is a political 
force in her own right, and a pundit whose birthright is forgiven by the sheer fun of her delivery -- especially 
post-election. For the Daily Beast, McCain delivered a scathing on-camera commentary (video on last page 
of this article), complaining of the stupidity of the G.O.P.’s reliance on white men, which she says “is not a 
demographic anymore,”  to deliver the goods on election day. 
 
But the worst of her ire is reserved for Rove. “I hate Karl Rove,” she says in the video. “I have hated Karl 
Rove before anybody else hated Karl Rove. I hated Karl Rove when I was, like, 14 years old. I hate – hate – 



Karl Rove. I think he's an idiot, a pretentious blowhard, and I think he ruined a lot of things for the 
Republican Party during the Bush administration. All these millionaires that keep giving him $400 million for 
him to not win one election -- maybe it's not working! Maybe it's not working.” 

 
Transcript of Meghan McCain's video, part of her "Stark Raving Meghan" series: 

 
So, Republicans, we lost again. I have voted three times in my life, and I have never voted for a 
winning candidate. I'm sick of this friction' track record. Everyone knows I'm Republican; I worked 
very hard trying to get Mitt Romney elected, defending him on television hundreds and hundreds of 
times. And Republicans, we lost because we were talking about rape and abortion and we can't get 
behind our gay friends getting married…I don't want everyone to break out the ice cream and Nora 
Ephron movies, because in all failure, there is opportunity. I am many things, but I am no freakin' 
pessimist. I think we have a chance to rebuild right now, and I think it can be awesome, and we 
have another four years. People just have to stop listening to frickin' right-wing lunatics like Rush 
Limbaugh and Sean Hannity -- 'cause see where it's gotten us? I think losing -- a lot. And losing 
early. 
 
I frickin' hate it when election nights are called early. I always think it's gonna last all night and then 
it's called at, like, 11. 
 
I hate Karl Rove. I have hated Karl Rove before anybody else hated Karl Rove. I hated Karl Rove 
when I was, like, 14 years old. I hate -- hate -- Karl Rove. I think he's an idiot, a pretentious 
blowhard, and I think he ruined a lot of things for the Republican Party during the Bush 
administration. All these millionaires that keep giving him $400 million for him to not win one 
election -- maybe it's not working! Maybe it's not working. 
 
Give me five freakin' dollars -- I'll tell you for free what we gotta do. You can't keep going and trying 
to get white men, because they're dying off; it's not a demographic anymore. We need the single 
women. But you don't care. Seriously, I hate Karl Rove. Karl Rove needs to go away and retire, and 
just crawl back to the hole he emerged from...Everybody hates Karl Rove; he's like a Bond villain. 

 
 
[NOW they realize this stuff we’ve been telling them for years? We’ll see… --SteveB] 
 
 

20121119-17 18:55 SteveB 
Fw: The Dawn of Our Homegrown Energy Revolution: Our New Energy 
Future Can Help Solve Our Debt and Fiscal Crisis (from the USCC) 

 
This past election, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce sucked it’s small business members dry, then threw the money 
away on faulty adds for faulty Republican candidates. They’ve become much like the NRA—nothing but a 
mouthpiece for the big money that supports them. Here’s their take on “Our New Energy Future”. 
 
They have a really big problem with the “Fiscal Cliff”. LOL! 
 
 
from the USCC: 
 
The Dawn of Our Homegrown Energy Revolution: Our New Energy Future Can Help Solve Our Debt and Fiscal Crisis 
 
New investment.  Manufacturing back in America. New jobs and economic growth. 
 
All of the above are attainable through domestic energy development. 
 
As you’ve undoubtedly heard, leaders in Washington are working on avoiding the “fiscal cliff” and addressing two 
dominant issues impacting our economy: spending and taxes. 
 



But there’s a third bucket that should not be ignored. Energy development is an extraordinary opportunity to restore 
our country’s economy, generating growth and helping lower the debt level and deficits. 
 
A growing body of evidence continues to reveal the immense economic opportunities that our domestic energy 
resources hold.  For instance: 
 

• A new study from the U.S. Chamber’s Institute for 21st Century Energy finds shale energy development 
could be responsible for upwards of 3.5 million jobs by 2035. 
 
• This study also projects that by 2035 shale energy development could generate $2.5 trillion in government 
revenues and $5.1 trillion in private sector investment. 
 
• A Wood Mackenzie study found 1 million jobs could be created by 2018 through encouraging the 
development of new and existing oil and natural gas, especially via the Keystone XL pipeline. 

 
We are faced with a once-in-a-generation opportunity to create jobs, grow the economy, cut the deficit, and reduce 
our dependence on over-seas energy sources. 
 
Most importantly, our elected officials have the power to do it now by including energy policy as this “third bucket” 
of any negotiations to strike a bargain to avoid the “fiscal cliff.” 
 
In the coming days, the U.S. Chamber will release a number of studies and reports outlining the vast potential 
available through American energy.  To read the chamber’s report on shale energy and natural gas, click here: 
 

http://www.energyxxi.org/americas-energy-future. 
 
The potential is here.  The time for action is now. 
 
Sincerely, Rob Engstrom, Senior Vice President and National Political Director, U.S. Chamber of Commerce 
 
 

20121119-19 21:56 Tom Photos: There, I Fixed It Again! 

 

 
He Wanted to Be Buried with It 

 

http://www.energyxxi.org/americas-energy-future


 
Nothing Runs Like a York! 

 
 

20121119-20 23:17 SteveG 
“Maryland, Rutgers Cash In on Their Incompetence with Move to Big 
Ten” 

 
I bet the athletic directors and presidents of these universities get a big raise -- any takers? 
 
I guess it doesn't matter if you are a university or some for-profit business -- when will the crap stop? 
 
Oh yeah, go back and watch the “60 Minutes” segment on Michigan football that aired 11/18/12. 
 
 
“Maryland, Rutgers Cash In on Their Incompetence with Move to Big Ten” by Pat Forde, Yahoo News 
 
Nov. 19, 2012, (http://sports.yahoo.com/news/ncaab--maryland--rutgers-cash-in-on-their-incompetence-with-move-
to-big-ten-19541709.html) 
 
Congratulations, Maryland. You have succeeded in turning a financial mess of an athletic department into a swank 
new home. 
 
And congratulations to you, too, Rutgers. It appears you're next. Your reward for running up a staggering debt is a 
huge conference upgrade. 
 
Location, location, location. That's what this latest round of conference realignment is about. 
 
Two largely underachieving, financially irresponsible athletic programs are parlaying their geographic proximity to 
major metropolitan areas into membership in the Big Ten. They've done very little on the field of competition to 
deserve it. But that's not what drives conference affiliation these days. 
 
College Sports, Inc., is no meritocracy. 
 
Rutgers and Maryland might as well be the airline and automotive industries. They're losing money left and right, 
but because they have inherent value (thanks to their TV markets of New York, Washington D.C. and Baltimore), 
here comes the institutional bailout. 

http://sports.yahoo.com/news/ncaab--maryland--rutgers-cash-in-on-their-incompetence-with-move-to-big-ten-19541709.html
http://sports.yahoo.com/news/ncaab--maryland--rutgers-cash-in-on-their-incompetence-with-move-to-big-ten-19541709.html


 
Maryland is facing a $50 million exit fee from the Atlantic Coast Conference, just months after dropping seven 
athletic programs in July in an attempt to get itself out of multimillion-dollar debt. The students who worked year-
round to compete in those programs – and who tend to graduate at a high rate – were expendable in order for the 
Terrapins to keep up with the Joneses in revenue sports. If the Under Armour booster cares more about 57 
combinations of football uniforms than having a swim team, it's expendable. 
 
In the last decade, Maryland expanded its football stadium to 54,000 and built a palatial basketball arena in order to 
chase additional glory and cash. It acquired neither. While spending increased 24 percent over the last five years, 
according to the Washington Post, revenues increased only 15 percent. 
 
The Terrapins missed the NCAA tournament last season under coach Mark Turgeon. (AP)All the money and gear in 
the world hasn't been able to make the Terrapins anything other than a gridiron embarrassment the past two years. 
They're 6-17 under Randy Edsall, who is being paid $2 million a year for that record. 
 
And while Maryland will immediately become the most recent Big Ten school to win a basketball national 
championship (2002), it hasn't accomplished much recently in the school's signature sport, either. The Terrapins 
missed the NCAA tournament last season, their first under Mark Turgeon ($1.9 million annually), and have missed 
four of the past seven tourneys. 
 
Next up, you can count on Maryland asking the ACC to negotiate a smaller buyout than the $50 million the league 
voted on way back in September. And the ACC will probably oblige, for reasons that make no sense to anyone. This 
is College Sports, Inc., economics at work – where every buyout is just a number on paper and not a commitment. 
 
Whatever the final exit fee is, it's still an expensive proposition for an athletic program swimming in red ink. Of 
course, Rutgers has been that red-ink pool for so long its fingers are pruned. 
 
It cut six sports programs in 2007, and then proceeded to run up even more debt in the years that followed. The 
Newark Star-Ledger reported that Rutgers athletics spent $26.8 million more than it earned in 2010-11 – a 
staggering display of financial recklessness that was in part foisted on the general student population via additional 
fees and tuition. 
 
The payoff for that expenditure was exactly zero Big East championships in any sport in 2011-12 – but then again, 
the conference offered only 35 of them. 
 
Most of that money has been sunk into football, which is the sport that determines everything these days. Until this 
season, Rutgers had been an AP top-25 program for one week in the last four years. Right now the Scarlet Knights 
are 9-1 and have a chance to win their first Big East championship with two more victories – but the program's 
long-term viability remains an unknown after architect Greg Schiano left last winter for the NFL. 
 
So the reward for spending a ton of money and winning nothing is the chance to flee the floundering Big East for 
the security and profitability of the Big Ten. Everyone in Piscataway should look at the skyline to the East and thank 
New York for being where it is. 
 
I'm not blaming Maryland or Rutgers for doing what they're doing – although the Terrapins are chucking 60 years of 
ACC tradition out the window in exchange for fan-friendly trips to Nebraska, Minnesota and Iowa. They need 
money, and the Big Ten has money. But neither school should act as if they earned this upgrade via excellence on 
the field. 
 
What does the Big Ten get in return? Nothing in terms of competitive enhancement. It gets a further erosion of its 
geographic identity (as if that still matters), a toehold in some new recruiting soil and the chance for Jim Delany to 
tell Mike Slive he can go to 14 schools, too – so there. 
 
The fact that both Maryland and Rutgers are in the American Association of Universities allows the academic folks in 
the Big Ten to countenance this, but that's just window dressing. Avarice and ego are what drives realignment, at 
further cost to college sports' soul. 



 
After watching the Pac-10 become the Pac-12, the SEC add two schools, and the Big 12 and ACC both raid the Big 
East, it was the Big Ten's turn to make another greedy power play. Maryland and Rutgers are the beneficiaries, 
somehow turning years of reckless spending and faulty leadership into a conference upgrade – all because of 
location, location, location. 
 
 
[The sad, sad state of college athletics… Sickening! Money! Greed! –SteveB] 
 
 

20121119-21 23:58 Marci Cool Photos #10 (The Great Grey Owl) 

 

 
 
  



20121119-22 23:59 SteveB Photo: Twinkies & Hostess Cupcake 

 
http://nbclatino.com/2012/11/17/will-twinkies-be-reborn-through-new-mexican-ownership/ 
 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/11/19/hostess-union-agreement_n_2160455.html 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qc3HqIE_bXU (My Twinkie Theme Song) 
 
 

 
 

http://nbclatino.com/2012/11/17/will-twinkies-be-reborn-through-new-mexican-ownership/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/11/19/hostess-union-agreement_n_2160455.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qc3HqIE_bXU


 
 
—Friends of the Middle, 
Steven W. Baker (SteveB), Editor/Moderator 
 
 
You can subscribe to this free, no-obligation, daily Newsletter filled with lively, intelligent discussion centered on 
politics and government, but ranging to anything members feel is important, interesting, or entertaining. To 
subscribe, use the form on our website or blog, or simply reply to this email with “Yes” or “Start” in the Subject line, 
then add our email address (below) to your Contacts or Safe list. To opt-out, reply with “No” or “Stop” in the 
subject line. 
 
Welcome to all our new members who may be here for the first time. We want to hear from YOU! To submit your 
comment, you can use the form on our website or blog, or reply to this email with your two cents worth. Be sure to 
sign with your desired user name. 
 
Your email address will always be kept strictly confidential. 
 
Feel free to forward this Newsletter to anyone you know on the Right or the Left, though your motives might be 
different in each case. Regardless, PASS IT ON! Help keep your friends and acquaintances informed and thinking. 
 
http://www.FriendsOfTheMiddle.org 
FriendsOfTheMiddle@hotmail.com 
 
 

http://www.friendsofthemiddle.org/
mailto:FriendsOfTheMiddle@hotmail.com
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